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Social Housing Partnership Fund for Improved 

Cycling & Walking Facilities 2019-20 

Assessment of Walking and Cycling Conditions at 
Ross Court, Elphinstone Road (Grampian Housing) 

 

We are Living Streets Scotland, part of the UK charity for 

everyday walking. We want to create a nation where walking 

is the natural choice for everyday, local journeys. 
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Introduction 
This document reports on an independent short technical audit which we carried out 

in connection with Grampian Housing Association’s application to the ‘Social Housing 

Partnership Fund for Improved Cycling & Walking Facilities’. This report specifically 

relates to the project at Ross Court, Elphinstone Road, Inverurie. 

Living Streets has received funding from the Social Housing Partnership Fund for 

Improved Cycling & Walking Facilities, administered by Cycling Scotland. As part of 

this work we have reviewed and assessed conditions for walking and cycling around 

29 properties owned by Registered Social Landlords across Scotland. This report 

looks at conditions for walking and cycling around the Grampian Housing property at 

Ross Court, Elphinstone Road, Inverurie 

Area context 
 

This property is four low-rise building, of 3 levels. There are also two self-contained, 

terraced houses to the right of the front two blocks. Some individual residences have 

their own front door to the street, with others being accessed through a communal 

entrance. The properties surround a courtyard area which provides space for 

parking, bin storage and a drying areas. The courtyard area has multiple access 

points, from lanes to the left and right of the properties and through a central archway 

from the road. 

The project is to provide locked bicycle storage within or beside the courtyard area. 

This property sits on Elphinstone Road, which appears to provide the main access to 

Inverurie by vehicle from the A96 Aberdeen-Inverness road from the south. It is 

notable that there is only one crossing point over the river which divides Port 

Elphinstone and the main part of Inverurie, and it carries this road. 

Most journeys on foot or on a bicycle to more obvious significant locations (other 

than to other residential property in the area, or to the primary school which is close 

beside the property) would need to be north, across the river into Inverurie. It is 

around a 1-2km trip to the central shopping areas in Inverurie – a journey length 

which would be made substantially quicker using a bicycle (compared to walking), 

and further (2-3km) to the larger supermarkets and business parks. 

Audit context  
 

This report highlights key observations and themes, and general observations, which 

will we consider to be helpful to the Registered Social Landlord and to Cycling 

Scotland in connection with the funding award. It also adds to knowledge on 
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opportunities and barriers around cycling and walking in the local area. The 

Methodology for the audits is included in the separate document, ‘Walking and 

Cycling Audits for Registered Social Landlords 2019-20: Methodology’.  

It is also helpful to read this document in conjunction with the accompanying ‘Walking 

and Cycling Audits for Registered Social Landlords 2019-20: What Does Good look 

Like?’ which describes, using a set of key principles, the characteristics of a good 

walking and cycling environment.  

Responsibilities and development 
 

Our urban environments are defined by interrelated features under the influence of 

many different bodies. This report is about current conditions, whatever their cause. 

Registered Social Landlords have control of some aspects of the environment, may 

only able to influence other aspects, and may in some cases have no direct influence 

at all, however this report may be useful in approaching those who do.  

It is strongly recommended that the content of this report should be checked with 

local residents, who are the real experts on quality of experience in the areas where 

they live. 

Funding for improvements to the urban environment might be available from a 

number of sources – and not only to a Registered Social Landlord or statutory 

authorities but also community led groups. Sources include: 

• Places for Everyone - advice, support and funding for the creation of 

infrastructure that makes it easier for people to walk, cycle and wheel for 

everyday journeys 

https://www.sustrans.org.uk/our-blog/projects/2019/scotland/places-for-everyone/ 

• Awards for All - funding from £300 to £10,000 to support what matters to 

people and communities.  

https://www.tnlcommunityfund.org.uk/funding/under10k 

• The Social Housing Partnership Fund for Improved Cycling & Walking 

Facilities – funding for social housing providers for new facilities that make it 

easier, more enjoyable and more accessible for people to walk or cycle:  

https://www.cycling.scot/what-we-do/cycling-friendly/social-housing-fund 

  

https://www.sustrans.org.uk/our-blog/projects/2019/scotland/places-for-everyone/
https://www.tnlcommunityfund.org.uk/funding/under10k
https://www.cycling.scot/what-we-do/cycling-friendly/social-housing-fund
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Map 
Where helpful the text refers - like this [BH] - to the points marked on this map. 

 

 

SC  Signalised crossing 
SR School Road 
BH Blythwood Hs entrance 
SB Shunnery Brae 
SH local shop 
ER Elphinstone Road 
Z1/2 zebra crossings 
 

RB1 roundabout 
BP business parks 
RP retail park 
BR bridge 
INV central Inverurie 
HS High Street 
SM1/2/3 supermarkets 
 

(property) 
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Observations 
Property 

  

The site chosen for bicycle parking is in a location which is overlooked by the property, and which is somewhat hidden from 

the neighbouring road. 

 1 a 

Immediate area   

The property surrounds a central courtyard, which is used as a car park. It seems relevant that residents can get into a vehicle 

in this private enclosed space, without any interaction with the wider area. There is only a narrow footway provided to link the 

courtyard to Elphinstone Road [ER], and this is partially blocked by a grit bin. This means that walking to the road means 

probably walking along the space intended for motor vehicle use.   

2, 3  

Much of the footway immediately outside the property is in good repair, but it is relatively narrow – just space for two people to 

pass each other, but right beside a busy carriageway which carries traffic just arriving from (or heading to) the major 

roundabout on the A96 trunk road. There is a signalised crossing [SC] immediately outside the property, which has fairly high 

quality dropped kerbs and tactile paving, although the narrowness of the footways and the presence of guard railing might 

constrain some movements if a pedestrian was using a mobility scooter. 

4  

There is a small local shop (newsagent style) [SH] within about 50 metres of the property. Reaching this involves crossing 

Elphinstone Road, but also the end of Burnett Place, which is supported by dropped kerbs (without any tactile paving). This 

has swept kerb lines with little to slow traffic, however the carriageway is relatively narrow, which may slow vehicles. 

5  
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Other road ends in the area are similar – with the carriageway fairly narrow, but with kerb lines swept - potentially facilitating 

faster vehicle speed. 

6  

The entrance to Shunnery Brae [SB], around 80 metres north, suggests strongly the wish to keep traffic moving at higher 

speed as it leaves the main road, with kerb lines swept to the degree that the kerb, at the point dropped kerbs are provided, is 

at 45 degrees to the direction of travel. The give way markings at the road end here stretch over approximately 20 metres, 

even though the carriageway of the street is around 5 metres in width – yet immediately upon turning into the street a new 

speed limit of 20mph is marked on the carriageway. 

Crossing of all of the side roads in this area, while travelling on the main road, is supported by dropped kerbs. Few of these 

have associated tactile paving. 

  

The footway continues across the entrance to School Road [SR], in a way which seems to emphasise that vehicle movements 

into our out from this narrow lane would wait for pedestrians to clear the entrance, which is positive, however to facilitate 

vehicle access the footway slopes fairly strongly, which may cause pedestrians difficulty in frosty or icy weather, and which 

may make progress in a wheelchair more difficult. 

7  

In contrast, the entrance to Blytheswood House [BH], which is equally narrow, around 80 metres further north, requires 

pedestrians to cross a short section of carriageway – the dropped kerbs here are of lower quality, with some upstand 

remaining, and the need to cross this at a 45 degree angle because the footway is relatively narrow. Currently Blytheswood 

House is closed and access to it is blocked by barriers.  It was unclear to us how the land will be developed once it is sold - 

consideration should be given to pedestrians crossing the access to the site. 

8  

There are stretches of footway north of the property which, once features such as lamp posts and cars parked upon the 

pavement are taken into account, do not leave sufficient space so that two people could walk beside one another.  The 

footway narrows and widens at various points.  For example, it widens around the area beside Davidson Field, then narrows 

again on approach to the bridge from Elphinstone Road to St James Place. Given the general traffic conditions on 

Elphinstone Road which we observed, this makes walking toward Inverurie less welcoming. 

9, 10  
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There are zebra crossings [Z1][Z2] supporting the crossing of Elphinstone Road, around 150 metres to the north and to the 

south of the property (in addition to the signal controlled crossing outside it). At the zebra crossing [Z1] to the north of the 

property, the auditor observed a near miss between vehicles braking late.  Another similar near miss was observed, when a 

vehicle braked late to avoid a car turning left on to Old Kemnay Road. Together, these observations of the auditor give the 

impression that traffic on Elphinstone Road is travelling at an inappropriate speed. 

11 b 

It seems fairly unlikely that most people would consider that the conditions provided by Elphinstone Road for cycling would be 

acceptable to them. As Elphinstone Road provides one of the main access routes from the A96 to Inverurie, the road has a 

steady stream of traffic which makes the environment very noisy.  Nobody was observed cycling in this area during the time of 

the audit. 

  

The River Don flows through the Port Elphinstone area.  There are riverside paths of a sandy nature which would provide a 

pleasant environment for leisure walks. 

12  

In broad terms this site is in an area where there is little sign that walking and cycling are encouraged, other than for short 

journeys on foot (evidenced by the formal crossings). The local environment has been designed primarily to facilitate the flow 

of traffic to Inverurie and to the A96.  

  

Wider area   

North of the river the route to Inverurie turns on to St James Place via a busy roundabout [RB1]. The footway surface here is 

of a reasonable quality but the pavements dip at regular intervals to facilitate vehicles accessing the road from the front of the 

properties.  This crossfall (slope) may cause pedestrians and wheelchair users difficulties, particularly in frosty or icy weather. 

The auditor observed a pedestrian on a motorised scooter pitching to one side when crossing these dipped pavements. 

  

The High Street [HS] through Inverurie has a lot of frontage which is occupied through the day, perhaps less so in the 

evenings. The road is, for the most part, narrow with with no apparent adaptations to support cycling. The footways vary in 

their condition and width along the length of the road so that in some areas it is more difficult for two people to pass each 

other. 
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There is a Marks and Spenser food store [SM1] in the central section of Inverurie. The entrance of this is disconnected from 

the main shopping area and focuses on a car park on the other side of building. Bicycle parking is at the far side of the car 

park, form the entrance to the store.  It is overlooked somewhat by the in-store café but it is a less used area of the car park 

and feels isolated.  

Access to this shopping area is via Burn Lane.  This road is very narrow and on-street parking means that two cars cannot 

pass each other. there are no pedestrian crossing points on this road and the volume of traffic and the narrowness of the road 

makes crossing somewhat treacherous. 

13, 14  

There is a Lidl supermarket [SM2] around 500 metres further north from the town centre (in a retail park [RP]). Access to this 

is over a narrow bridge [BR], with a steeper hill (and a separate footbridge on one side only), creating conditions which few 

people would find welcoming for cycling. There is no bicycle parking available at Lidl or any other area of the retail park. The 

movement of people throughout the park, either crossing to their vehicles or arriving without a vehicle, requires that they 

remain very aware of risks from moving vehicles. This is particularly the case at the road entrance to the retail park which has 

been poorly designed for pedestrians. The auditor had to halt the flow of traffic to be able to cross the car park, and then 

again did so to support an elderly couple who were unable to cross and who were looking increasingly distressed. 

15 c, d 

Morrisons, a large supermarket [SM3] serving the area, seems to be focused on attracting customers using vehicles, being 

sited more than 1 km outside the town centre (around 2.5 km or at least a half hour walk from the property), beside an exit 

(roundabout) from the A96, on the far side of its large car park. 

  

There are business parks [BP] to the north and west of the town centre, which can be reached mostly on residential or town 

centre roads. There is new development taking place to the west of the A96 (in contrast to the main section of the town to the 

east. It is notable that pedestrian / cycling access to this uses an underpass [U], which is unlikely to be welcoming after dark. 

  

The central area of Inverurie [INV] has a range of smaller shops. A substantial proportion of the central area is either part of 

the carriageway of the roads which meet here or is given over to space for car parking. There are only two bicycle parking 

rails at the Market Place car park. Shops are concentrated on one side (west) of the central area rather than surrounding it. 

16, 

17, 18 
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Junctions at the roundabout at the north end of the High Street are very wide and crossing demands a significant level of 

awareness by pedestrians as vehicles are not encouraged to slow down in this area. There are sweeping kerbs on all 

approaches and no traffic lights or zebra crossings (there are gaps in splitter islands which work as pedestrian refuge areas). 

In general journeys in this area are defined by the priority given to the flow of motorised vehicle traffic.   

Additional barriers to walking and cycling include the lack of safer places to cross more major carriageways, a lack of bicycle 

parking, and the volume and speed of traffic. 

  

Recommendations 
 Property 

a The planned location for the bike parking may feel a little isolated from the main building if it’s not visible from main windows. The 

association should monitor whether the site chosen works well. 

 Immediate area 

b The association should consider supporting the provision of traffic calming measures along Elphinstone Road. 

c The association should choose to make itself aware of the general barriers to walking and cycling that residents face, on the basis that it 

can add weight to their wishes or could choose to speak on their behalf in pursuing improved conditions. 

d The association should take note that that the barriers to walking and cycling in this area, and the potential difficulties faced in accessing 

key community amenities except by car may have consequences for the daily life of residents.  

.
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Supporting photos 
 

  

1: Courtyard area with footway access at far side of 

the building. 

2: No through road to the north of the property 

providing access to the courtyard. 

  

3: Footway under central arch to Elphinstone Rd. 4: Footway outside Ross Court. 
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5: Local shop (Ross Court in background). 6: End of Old Kemnay Road (at Elphinstone Road) 

showing narrow footway. 

  

7: Road entrance, giving access to Port 

Elphinstone School. 

8: Entrance to Blytheswood House. 

  

9: Cars parked on pavement further narrowing the 

footway. 

10: Narrowing footways toward the bridge over the 

River Don. 

  

11: Zebra crossing where near-miss was observed. 12: Riverside path. 
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13: Bicycle parking at Marks and Spencer. 14: Burns Lane. 

  

15: Footbridge, Oldmeldrum Road (to Lidl). 16: Bicycle parking at Market Square. 

  

17: Central inverurie Shopping area. 18: Wide junctions in central Inverurie. 

 


